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Would it be possible to have one set of standards? If so, how? A: From an SE perspective, the question is too broad. In my opinion, for such a question you will need to put more effort, to improve your question before posting. You might want to do some research on things like UX, which are known to be very subjective, and can be difficult to measure objectively. Also see StackOverflow's tag definition, you might find some useful advice here. As for the website you are designing, it is difficult to know what to suggest you do, since this is opinion-based. However, there are a lot of factors which
will influence this. The kind of interface you will use (e.g. whether you will be using drag-and-drop or not, which is often used to represent right/left button, etc.) will influence the design you need to use, which is of course, completely subjective and cannot be measured objectively. The next thing you have to consider is the range of your clients, their technical knowledge and their expectations. You might not need a fully featured website, if the user needs just a few basic features. You can already do this without having an interface, or even without a website. A brochure or a presentation can
do the job. Then, the question is how complex your interface should be. Should it be about a stack-overflow style or a rich-client like outlook where users can perform complex tasks or even drill in and out of subsections? And last, but not least, you will also have to consider how important your content is. If you are a small start-up, your information might not be critical, compared to big institutions. You will need to understand what your users needs are, try to map the problem you face against the tasks you will solve, then decide what kind of interface you will need. And finally, based on all

this, you will have to identify the problem that your users are having and understand how can your interface solve their problems. Once you know what problems you are going to solve, you can choose the best approach, which is, again, subjective. But the website you are designing should show your character, and that is what all of us are here for ;) Share this article Share 381 shares Many of you will have seen a new video film by Canadian director Atom Egoyan, another production from leading
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knows. This column can be accessed via RNS without charge through most major carriers. For subscription information,
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